Online teaching has become a new reality due to the COVID-19 pandemic raising a lot of questions about its learning outcomes. Recent studies have shown that peer communication positively affects learning outcomes of online teaching. However, it is not clear how collaborative programming tasks change peer communication patterns in the learning process.

In this study, we compare communication patterns in MOOCs where peer communication is limited with those of a blended course in which students are involved in online peer instruction. We used a mixed-method approach comprising automated text analysis and community extraction with further qualitative analysis.

The results show that students prefer to seek help in programming from peers and not the teacher. Team assignment helped to support this habit. Students communicated more positively and intensively with each other, while only team leaders communicated with the instructor reducing teacher overload. This shift could explain how peer communication improves learning outcomes, as has been shown in previous studies on MOOCs.
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### 1 Introduction

Recently there has been renewed interest in online learning. COVID-19 has changed the way we teach, thus raising questions about how the instructional design of online courses affects learning outcomes. Some universities turned to massive open online courses (MOOCs) to provide knowledge during the lockdown. Some teachers have also developed a hybrid approach combining online activities with offline classes when public health restrictions are milder. These attempts raised a lot of questions about the effects of online teaching on student learning outcomes (Crick et al., 2020; Su & Guo, 2021; Wang et al., 2021).

MOOCs can be classified based on the role of learners in the learning process (Hew & Cheung, 2014). Extended Massive Open Online Courses (xMOOCs) mostly follow instructivist approach: learning objectives are predefined by the teacher, peer communication opportunities are limited to forum discussions and peer review assignments (Fidalgo-Blanco et al., 2016; Yousef et al., 2015). As opposed to xMOOCs, connectivist massive open online courses (cMOOCs) follow the connectivist approach: students have an active role in the development of course materials and are involved in open communication, including networking outside the course. Despite such problems as high drop rates and lack of student engagement (Zheng et al., 2015), xMOOCs are now the most common type of courses, since this approach is supported by leading platforms like Coursera, Edx or Udemy.

Students can participate in MOOCs in self-paced or instructor-paced settings. Instructor-paced courses, also known as cohort MOOCs, have limited enrollment time and restricted intermediate and final deadlines. Self-paced courses provide students with an opportunity to join any time, therefore they have no other students learning with them. Previous studies have shown that self-paced courses require high self-regulation skills (Kizilcec et al., 2017), which in many cases are underdeveloped.

According to the Community of Inquiry (CoI) theoretical framework (Garrison et al., 2010), high quality education is driven by teacher presence, cognitive presence and social presence. Social presence requires rich peer interactions
We merged, preprocessed the communication data and applied topic modeling, sentiment analysis and community extraction in a communication network. Finally, we conducted qualitative analysis of extracted communication patterns and determined how they varied depending on the instructional design.

Our results showed that collaborative work changes the way students communicate. In both approaches, students prefer to discuss programming with peers, not with the instructors. In addition, it has been observed that when students work in a team they can have more intensive and positive discussions of their tasks. There is also a tendency for students to divide into leaders and those who refrain from active participation. Leaders take on the responsibility of teacher-student communication providing the team with all the information and supporting those who lack self-regulation skills.

This knowledge could help understand how peer communication positively affects learning outcomes in MOOCs. It might also help teachers understand how their instructional choices might affect social and teacher presence in the course.
Studies of non-English educational data are quite rare due to a smaller number of open online courses on other languages and therefore a relatively limited amount of data available. However, cultural and organisational differences could affect the learning process and student communication. Therefore, we tried to investigate whether our educational data support the state-of-the-art research on English courses.

In terms of methodology, this study revealed one particular limitation in state-of-the-art automated text analyses. Students of programming disciplines use a mix of their native language, English and programming languages in their discussions. We were unable to find research on code mixing of this type. Also there is still little progress being made in the field of extracting knowledge from mixed natural and programming languages. This limitation raises problems with automated analysis of student questions in programming courses that are important for question answering educational bots. In this work, we decided to skip information that is expressed in different languages and conducted analyses for the primary (Russian) language only. Currently, steps are being made towards automating peer learning in an online environment. We showed that collaborative work similar to IT industry practises changes communication in a positive direction. The next step is to try and implement instructional designs which involve active peer-communication and peer-instruction in MOOCs. However, teamwork inside a MOOC can raise a bunch of new questions and require further investigation.

This paper is structured into four main sections. In the first part, we discuss the data and methods that were used to conduct the analyses. The second part describes our results for MOOCs and the blended collaborative development course. In the third part of the paper, we discuss the main findings and limitations of the current work. We conclude by outlining possible directions for further research.

2 Material and methods

2.1 Data collection

Data for this study were collected from two “Open Education” MOOCs. “Open Education” is a branded instance of Open edX hosted by local Open Education association. The “Web development” and “Advanced web development” courses delivered via the platform are provided by ITMO University. These are instructor-paced courses. Students enrol twice a year and study in a cohort. The courses teach Python and its application to web development. They have a structure traditional for xMOOCs when video lectures are followed by tests and programming projects. The courses also offer exams for those who choose to pay for a certificate. For the “Web development” course, the data cover the period from autumn 2017 to spring 2020. As the “Advanced web development” course was released later, the respective data cover a shorter period: from autumn 2019 to spring 2020.

The third dataset comes from the “Team software development methodology” course that we designed with a Community of Inquiry framework in mind. It aims to support collaborative learning while students study in a blended environment. Students engaged with learning materials in Moodle, discussed cases in offline lessons and worked on their own project with the help of real-world team development tools. Students were divided into several teams of 4-6 people, developed their application idea and created functioning software. Students used Discord for communication with peers and the tutor, Github for collaborative code development and Trello for agile management. Real-world services used in this course provide an opportunity to download activity data using their API. Following ethical guidelines, we received student consent to use the data for research. These data were downloaded, combined, cleaned and anonymised for further analysis. Dialogue data were collected from Discord team chats, comments from agile boards on Trello and from GitHub discussions and pull requests.

Although the MOOCs and the collaborative blended course teach different subjects, we believe that they have a lot in common to make such a comparison valid. They both require programming skills. Though the “Team software development methods” course does not strictly limit the choice of a development technology, students often select web or mobile-based projects. We would like to note that students rarely have basic knowledge of web development by the start of the “Team development methodology” course and many of them decide to develop two sets of skills in one project. Therefore, we believe that students of the selected MOOCs and the collaborative blended course have similar prior knowledge and learning needs which justifies the comparison of communication patterns in these courses.

2.2 Data analysis

In order to reveal how teamwork on a real-world project changes communication patterns in an online environment, we used mixed-methods analysis. We combined NLP (Natural language processing) analysis with a learning analytics approach.
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First, MOOC dialogue texts, Discord chat logs and comments from agile board cards were preprocessed. Texts were tokenized, lemmatized and lowercased; stop words and punctuation were removed.

Since students on programming courses tend to share a lot of code in forums, this code can occur in any part of their message. It could be a function name from the assignment or lecture, some code they experience difficulties with, or a sample code improvement proposal. Messages with a combination of languages could provide some meaningful insights into communication patterns, however it is hard to detect the language involved (Jain & Bhat, 2014). This is even more true for a mix of English and programming languages. A search of the literature revealed few studies on code-mixed extraction in the case of mixing programming languages (Jose et al., 2020). Current research mostly focuses on natural language mixing, but we could not find a Russian-English mixed code dataset. Due to these limitations of code mixed topic modeling, we skipped programming code or mixed English words and processed only nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs in the primary language.

To extract topics in forum messages, we applied Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) from Gensim python library. Although LDA is often used for long texts and could produce worse results on texts shorter than 20 words (Yan et al., 2013), it still proves to be helpful in analysing (on) short texts (Albalawi et al., 2020).

The LDA algorithm requires a predefined number of topics. Previous research has shown that selection of the number of topics is crucial for short-text data, since If the number of topics is too small, the topics are too general, and if this number is too large, topics will overlap (Ottesen Steinskog et al., 2017). To overcome these problems, BTM algorithm was created for short texts (Cheng et al., 2014). However, the BTM algorithm is less popular and therefore its metrics require further investigation. In our study we used the BTM package for R Studio.

It is common to pick a number of topics using grid search with the coherence intrinsic metric, because it leads to better human interpretability (Röder et al., 2015; Syed & Spruit, 2017), however, in our case high coherence was misleading. This occurred due to the length of the texts and a small amount of messages in the blended collaborative course. In addition, students on online learning courses mostly discuss the content and assignments which are hard to distinguish for topic modelling algorithms. Therefore, we used both LDA and BTM models for topic modelling and then visually inspected topics where models showed controversial results.

The next step was sentiment analysis with the Dostoevsky python library. The Dostoevsky model is trained on the RuSentiment dataset and returns a sentiment classification of ‘positive’, ‘negative’, ‘neutral’, ‘speech’ as well as ‘skip’ for unclear cases. Sentiment scores for each class were also added to forum data. A message was said to have some tonality if the value for this tonality was higher than 0.7.

Finally, we conducted community structure analysis using an algorithm proposed by (Traag et al., 2019). The student communication network of MOOCs was built based on the following principles: a response in a forum became an edge between the response author and the post author; a comment became an edge between the comment author and the comment recipient; a response on course-wide posts created by the instructor was not considered an edge until someone answered it specifically.

The communication network of the blended collaborative course includes messages from all the used services. Comments on tasks from the project management services (Trello) resulted in edges between a task assignee, or a mentioned person and a commenter. Pull request comments in Github repositories resulted in edges between a pull request owner or an assignee, if exists, or a mentioned person and a commenter.

Students tend to communicate in Discord with little to no direct answering or mentions. We created an edge in the communication network for a direct answer or a mention. Mentions like ‘everyone’ or ‘here’ were not considered an edge until some further response. Messages that followed each other in less than one minute were attributed to the same conversation. In this case students probably answered to messages that had been sent right before. Messages sent with a longer delay were considered direct communication based on mentions or direct answers only.

After detecting learning communities, we manually inspected the discovered topics, tonality and networks and labelled the most frequent patterns for the traditional MOOC, blended MOOC and collaborative blended course. We investigated how student-student and student-teacher communities differed. We also reviewed changes in topics and sentiment inside different communities.

3 Results

After preprocessing and removing duplicates, the MOOCs forum data contained 21378 text messages and the collaborative blended course data contained 924 messages.
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3.1 MOOCs patterns

The best coherence metric values for xMOOCs topic modeling were achieved with 5 or 8 topics. However, manual review showed that this number of topics leads to an overlap and the results are hard to interpret. Only three of the topics were distinguishable enough to assign them some label.

Topics extracted from the MOOC forum texts were reviewed and labelled manually as course management issues, programming and learning material comprehension. Programming is very code specific and its keywords include such terms as ‘function’, ‘method’, ‘class’, ‘list’, ‘print’ (see Figure 1). In these messages, students share specific details about difficulties in programming they encounter. Learning material comprehension, similar to Programming as it may seem, is less about programming and more about understanding lectures and analysing mistakes in course assignments. Course management issues are about certificates, deadlines and various technical problems. The topic keywords were added to forum data for learning analytics.

Figure 1: Visualization of a topic and top words: Programming.

Figure 2: Teacher-student communication in MOOC.
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Figure 3: Student communication network in MOOCs.

Table 1: Topics in MOOC by student-teacher and student-student interaction (Russian keywords are translated)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Student-Teacher</th>
<th>Student-Student</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>3650</td>
<td>6231</td>
<td>task, code, result, problem, use, program, work, do, practice error, line, example, do, understand, output, function, need, tag, method course, question, week, may, why, test, answer, opportunity, version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning comprehension</td>
<td>2727</td>
<td>2725</td>
<td>error, line, example, do, understand, output, function, need, tag, method course, question, week, may, why, test, answer, opportunity, version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course management</td>
<td>2617</td>
<td>3428</td>
<td>course, question, week, may, why, test, answer, opportunity, version</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Communities extracted from the data show that students tended to communicate only with one tutor (see Figure 2).

Figure 3 shows extracted communities in MOOCs forums. As can be seen that within one community, students interacted more actively while intercommunity communication was very low. It is important to note that student-teacher communication is very intensive and communities are built around the teachers.

We also discovered that students discussed different topics with teachers and with each other. Thus, in our data only 3650 messages were labelled Programming in teacher-student communication, while 6231 messages were labelled Programming in student-student communication. Learning material comprehension and course management issues, however, were discussed to a similar extent, as shown in Table 1.

The analysis revealed that there were several very active communities of students who created most of the messages, while most of the students communicated much less or used passive communication patterns like upvoting messages. Tonality of the messages was mostly neutral, however messages in student-teacher interactions were more likely to have a negative sentiment. It is also quite rare to see positive messages. The proportion of positive messages to negative messages in MOOCs was 0.4.

3.2 Collaborative blended course patterns

Topics extracted from the collaborative course data were diverse. Students tended to communicate about their collaboration, technical problems and application ideas. They also asked the tutor about assignment details. Due to the small amount of messages, automated algorithms had less agreement, therefore, a lot of messages were labeled manually.
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We selected four main topics in the data: course management, product management, meetups and programming. Unlike in MOOCs data, course management questions were less about problems and more about assignment requirements (Figure 4). Students asked about the final presentation of the project and how their decisions would affect the final mark. Product management topic is about generating application ideas and evaluating these ideas against the available time and resources. Since this course had an offline part, students also discussed their online and offline meetings. Those discussions were labeled Meetups. Finally, all the situations that were connected to programming received the label Programming, respectively.

It is no surprise that communities extracted from discussions were nearly the same as student teams. However, the structure of communication with the tutor was different from MOOCs. Students communicated using some hierarchy, where one or two leaders talked to the teacher and then discussed information inside their team (Figure 5).

With the teacher, students discussed such topics as course management and meetups topics (Table 2). The content of discussion varied according to the interlocutor: for example, within the topic of meetups, when addressing the teacher, students inquired about offline lessons while online meetups were discussed in student-student interactions.
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4 Discussion

The results show that differences in instructional design significantly affect communication patterns. In a collaborative environment, students build strong relationships inside the team and communicate with peers more than with a teacher. Peer-support affects their attitude, as changes from neutral-or-negative to neutral-or-positive message sentiment show.

The intensity of interaction revealed by our mixed-method approach makes it quite clear that collaboration reduces the amount of work for the teacher. We might assume that students with low self-regulation skills rely on their peers with highly developed self-regulation skills. Thus, they receive all the information from their team leader reducing the number of messages sent to the teacher inquiring about similar problems. A closer look at the topic of meetups also shows that students pay particular attention to time management and this could help students who struggle to plan their work without external support.

From the results of this research, we can see that students tend to discuss programming tasks with each other and not with a teacher. This is true with the MOOCs data as well as with the blended collaborative course data. This could explain how intensive peer-communication increases learning outcomes. One reason might be that students consider the teacher being less available for discussions than their peers. Another reason might be that some students are rather shy to ask the teacher while communication with a peer could seem less stressful. Therefore, we might conclude that peer communication, indeed, has a direct influence on the development of programming skills.

However, the above results could be affected by several limitations. The main limitation of this study is the size of the datasets. Even though the MOOCs dataset covered several years, peer-communication was not very intensive and student-teacher communication dominated. The limited amount of text data on the collaborative learning course, in its turn, can be attributed to a small number of students. Thus, the data were unbalanced which could have affected the results. Incorporating student-content clickstream data could help to overcome this imbalance and study communication patterns in more detail.

Another source of uncertainty arises from the decision to skip programming code that students post in their questions. In programming disciplines, code brings a lot of meaning and natural language just helps to clarify the student inquiry. However, we were unable to find a reliable solution for topic modelling of code mixing of natural and programming languages. Therefore our topics are very general combining all the programming problems in one cluster. Despite this limitation, we believe that this did not affect our results since topic modelling was used only as a part of manual qualitative analysis.

Current research on code mixing is mostly devoted to mixing two natural languages (Jose et al., 2020). Some studies aim to support developers in information extraction (Palomba et al., 2018; Rodriguez & Carver, 2019), but most of them rely on tagged data like questions from StackOverflow or compare the code only. There are also some attempts to use topic modeling in bug reports to help find bugs in the code (Lam et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2012), but these results cannot be applied in a question answering context.

Mixing programming code with natural languages is common in developer communication in messengers or e-mails. Therefore, future work on topic modeling of the source code in the context of question answering is required to better understand how students communicate about programming tasks.
A natural progression of this work is to find out how communication patterns might change if more peer communication is introduced to MOOCs through collaborative assignments. This could raise new research questions. First, students in MOOCs often select this type of learning for the opportunity to study independently, therefore, a need to rely on a peer to complete assignments might cause frustration and even lead to a dropout. However, there is evidence that the number of students who can actually work independently and successfully finish the course is quite small (Reich & Ruipérez-Valiente, 2019). Therefore, despite some independent students might drop out, there is a reason to believe that overall learning outcomes and student engagement might improve. This is especially true for blended MOOCs that are used as an addition to offline academic courses.

A shift to collaborative programming assignments could also require more management from the teacher, thus creating overload. Even though our study showed that the number of questions to teachers decreases, it did not measure the amount of teacher management needed to facilitate the conversations within Trello and Github. We suppose that some of those tasks could be automated by an educational bot. Thus, the bot could answer some common organisational questions, provide students with online tutorials on tools and automate some project management tasks. The development of such educational bots might also partially rely on the results of this study and other research similar in nature.

5 Conclusion

Latest changes in higher education due to the pandemic will affect the way we teach for a long time. Even when there are no strong restrictions, lessons learnt from online teaching will keep changing the educational landscape. In this study we investigated how different online instructional designs affect the way students communicate with each other and with a teacher.

We analysed two approaches to teaching online: instructor-paced MOOCs and a blended course with a collaborative team assignment. We used MOOCs forum data and log data from team services that were used in the blended collaborative course. After preprocessing the text, we conducted topic modeling and sentiment analysis. We also extracted communities from communication networks.

The results show that incorporation of teamwork helps to restructure communication patterns within a course. While the number of questions to the teacher reduces, the number of peer-to-peer interactions increases. Students start to communicate in a more positive manner and help each other to manage time and tasks.

These findings can help teachers to choose an appropriate instructional design for their courses. For example, online project teamwork could become a good solution to the problems of instructor-paced MOOCs and require further research.
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